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Earth Angel Internship

What is Earth Angel?
Earth Angel is the premier sustainability consultancy servicing film and television production. We help television shows,
films, and other projects track their carbon footprint, and reduce their environmental impact with a specialized focus on
zero waste. Our mission is to integrate a standardized method of environmental accountability throughout the
entertainment industry. Put simply, we are “making movies without making a mess”. Since 2013, Earth Angel has reduced
productions’ carbon footprint by 8,865 metric tons, diverted more than 10,035,395 lbs of production waste from landfills,
and avoided the use of 2,562,395 wasteful single-use plastic water bottles. We have also donated excess materials to
numerous charities and continuously strive toward more sustainable film and television practices every day. Past
productions include: The Post, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, Noah, The Amazing Spider-Man 2, Madam Secretary, Billions,
Divorce, Black Panther.

Intern Responsibilities
Earth Angel interns will also have the opportunity to be trained as Eco Representatives with the opportunity to gain
experience working on union sets. General tasks will include:

● Researching environmentally friendly products, sustainability in the industry, green celebrities, studio sustainability
initiatives, environmentally-themed film festivals, etc.

● Organizing databases, data organization and file management
● *Insert your your skills and passions here!* We strive to make our internships worthwhile, and work to adapt

responsibilities to match the skills and passions of our interns.

Who should apply?
Our internship is for passionate individuals looking to gain experience in the film and/or sustainability industry. Qualified
candidates are:

● Organized with good attention to detail
● Confident, quick learners
● Patient and adaptable to changing circumstances
● Knowledge of Google Workspace, Excel, ability to learn new systems.

Additional Details
● This is an unpaid internship and will be remote.

○ There is opportunity for employment as an Eco Representative should the intern choose to pursue it.
● Start and end dates are flexible as are weekly hour commitments. Typically interns work an 8 hour day one day

per week for several months.
● If you are a student, we can work with your school to offer you credit. You do not have to be a current student to

apply.

Get Involved!
Please complete an internship application online here: https://www.earthangelsets.com/careers
You will be asked to upload a resume and give a brief description as to why you are interested in working with Earth
Angel.
Please contact jobs@earthangelsets.com with any questions.
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